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Around Grain of the environment

The effects of mobile phones
to the program of Grenelle?
NOUVELOBS.COM | 20.09.2007

It is what demands the president of the European Institute of the ecology,
which welds the "harmfullness" of the radiations of mobile phones.

The radiation of mobile phones should be put in the program of "
T

Grenelle of the environment ", esteems the president of the European
Institute of ecology ( IEE), in an interview published on Thursday by the
everyday ldaily paper Le Republicain Lorrain.
(Ndlr Next-up : « Peser sur le Grenelle »).
" The Center of independent research and information about the
electromagnetic radiations (Criirem), which takes charge of sanitary
problems connected to the electromagnetic fields generated by the
equipments of mobile telephony, is very worried ", underlines JeanMarie Pelt.
" It is absolutely necessary to forbid the mobile phone to the children ",
estimates(esteems) Jean-Marie Pelt, who participates in the preliminary
documents of "Grenelle" that must be held in the end of October

(c) Reuters

Harmful in the High-Speed Train (HST)
" Come out that he(it) is harmful to use his(its) mobile phone in the HST because, in high speed, we
pass from a relay to the other one with rough ascents of the signal ", explains the president of the
IEE, association deprived of right (straight) premises which he created in Metz (France) in 1971.
The French Agency of sanitary safety(security) and the environment in the work ( Afsset) has just
been invited by the Ministries of Health and the Ecology to make a new synthesis of the knowledge
on the radio frequencies, in particular the Wi-Fi.
Afsset has already made the recommendations " so that there are the weakest possible
exhibitions(exposures) " in the radiations of mobiles.
" The quantum medicine is interested in these questions ", pursues Jean-Marie Pelt. " We are going
to open to the IEE an international center of quantum biophysics applied to the environment and to
the health ", he announces.

